
. BOOK REVIEWS

Lifelong Learning Among Jews: Adult Education in Judaism
from Biblical Times to the Twentieth Century, by ISRAEL M.
GOLDMAN (New York: Ktav Publishing House, 1975).

Reviewed by.
William Greenberg

The scope of this book is larger
than the title would indicate. The

suptitle is almost misleading 'unless

one understands "adult education"
to include all scholarly activity, re-
search, writing and "learnen" by
anyone past adolescence.

This is a book in praise of Jew-

isti learning and it is obviously a
labor of love. It describes the ex-

alted place Torah study has held
among Jews in all times and places.
It also devotes attention to the

synagogue and the sermon in rela-
tion to learning, the .place . of the
book in Jewish life including care
and respect for books, lending of
books and mention of several fam-
QUS collections of Jewish books.

The author has collected a
wealth of maamarei hazal, historic
writings, communal records, mem-
oirs, etc. and organized them into

. a survey of the Jewish attitude to-
ward Torah study and a'description
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of how this attitude was expressed
in practice. The bibliography and
the numerous footnotes testify to
the range of sources from which

this work was gathered.
. Some of the chapters, such as

Chapter VI on the Days of the
Gaonim bring to life an exciting
and e,ffciently organized commun-
ity with a wealth of detail not usu-
ally encountered. The chapters de-
scribing the steadfast devotion of

Jews to the study of Torah under

the most diffcult conditions of p.er-
secution, deprivation and even. dan-

ger are inspiring. The minutes of
the various Hevrot from Hevrei
Shas to Hevrei Tehilim drawn
from communities all 'over Europe
and even from America - though
necessarily somewhat repetitious -

are inspiring in the living idealism

that shines through the matter-of-
fact rules and regulations of the

group. Among the most unusual is
. the Zohar Study Society in Padua,
Italy under the leadership of Moses
Hayyim Luzzatto (pp. 231-238).
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Few readers wil fail to be moveq could be. most useful as a resource
by the account (p. 206) of the Ger- for the student. The "adult educa-
man intellgence offcer in Warsaw' tion" student who is seeking to gain

,dur.ng World War)' who raided a Jewish understanding.wil be able
, what he tnQug~t to "be a ~py rin~ to gain insights from this book into

pf cab drivers' only to learn that specific aspects of or in general at-

it was.. a ~tudy group' assembled . titude to Jewish learning. Perhaps
.'. after the day's work. He wrote lilt since the author was an organizer .
.. is amazing. It is unthinkable! It ~s and leader of the . National Acad.. .
. inconceivable that German '.drivers emy for Adult Jewish Studies (Con-

, should come every day to .the Uni-. . servative) since, its inception, in
" veisity' and listen to lectures. on 1940" he 'may hav.e had the adult

., lawlll . education. student in mind in writ-
.. Although the. book is scholarly ing this volume. It should prove '

in tone, the treatment is riot :as . most useful. for the student.
tÌioroughnor the. organization '.as. Usually the author .presents the
I'gorous as the. scholar might de- . rabbinic . view correctly and with

. sire. In chapter V the attitude of' understanding. However, on page
the rabbis of the Talmud to learn- 63' he writes: .,
ing is èxamined under sixteen hèád- "The . sages of a later age taught: .
ings. Ra.bbi's. c()unsel,. that one 'Let the teachings of the Torah be
should study that part. of the Torah new to thee every day so that thol)
that is his heart's 'desire.. is listed . shàlt not consider the. Torah an
under the heading'dTime and Days anCient document that is no .lol1ger
of Study" rather than .under ."What regarded by. men:' Rabbi. Joshua
to Study: The Subject Matter of ben Korha said: 'Whosoever stud-

Learning." ies the Torah and does not,revise
A chronological, sequence by it 'is likened unto one who sows

chapter and a topical treatment without reaping.' The intent of all
within chapters generally describes these rabbinic teachings is to make.
the organizational design. The dan- the Jewish law, the halakhah,. a
ger of redundance has not been en- ',living, growing tradition that. both.
tirely avoided. Of the more. note- responds to and creates 'the . way
worthy examples is the overlap of in which the people walk.' This
the analysis of the Talmudic. atti-concept is expressed in the. talmudic.:
tude toward learning in Chapter V, aphorism: , 'Read not halikhot but'
and the nine, page citation from . halakhot,' implying that what is
M enorat H amaor in chapter VII. 'going on among the people ;should

and the fifteen page citation from be related to the development of
Rambam's Hilkhoth Talmud Torah Jewish law."
and from the Shulhan Arukh in It should suffce to point out that
chapter ix. in the original statement of Rabbi

Although the scholar may find Joshua ben Korha (Sanhedrin..99a)

much of the book old hat and the the expresslon for "revise" is "hoz-
. casual reader may find the. frequent er aleha" meaning to review rather
repetitions annoying, the book than to amend. The Uintent" as-
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cribed to these passages is spurious.

In chapter xiv the distinction
between learnen as applied to
sacred Jewish studies and shtud-

iren as applied to secular subjects

is cited in the name of Maurice
Samuels. This basic distinction is
,not adhered to in this book.

After three hundred pages of
traditional "learnen" from Moses
through Tannaim, Amoraim, Gao.
nim, Rishonim, Aharonim and
Hevrei Shas, Mishnayoth, Mikra
a;nd Tehilim throughout all the dis-
persion, the focus shifts in the last
ten pages to the Modem world.

. The shift is so incredibly smooth

that one might fail to notic~ the

transition from "learnen" to "shtud-
iren" and perhaps even to "shmoo-

sen" .
We learn the names of the many

. organizations in Americ~ that have
sponsored programs for adult Jew-
ish Education. We are also in-
formed of the general titles of the
programs, the names of thepubli-

cations, if any. and often the. date

of founding. There is no discussion

of the contents of the programs.

Perhaps it is best to discourage the .
fledgling effort by contrasting it
with its forbears.

Oh yes, the Dal Y omi is men-
tioned in the last paragraph of thebook. .

Honor Thy Father and Mother: Filial Responsibilty in Jewlsh
Law and Ethics, by GERALD BLIDSTEIN. (New York: The.Li.bra~
ry of Jewish Law and Ethics, Ktav, 1975).

Reviewed by

Warren Zev Harvey

T!lis is the first volume in The
Library of Jewish Law and Ethics,

, .a series. under the editorship of
. Rabbi Norman Lamm, which, ac-
cording to its publishers, "wil
prove beneficial both to scholars.

and to lay students of religion." The
s.eries wil. indeed prove beneficial
if f9rthcoming volumes even rough-
ly approxima.te the st¡indard set by
Professor Blidstein, now of the Ben-
.Gurion University of the Negev,
Beersheba. His broad scholarship,
precise analysis, and learned insight
have, alas, been uncommon in con-
temporary English studies concern-
ing "Jewish law and ethics." Would
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that the present volume. be taken

up as a paradigm by other J é~ishscholars. .'
Jewish law, "characteristically

framed in terms of responsibilty
rather than .right," does not' speak

of patria potestas or "parental. au-

thority," but of kibbud av ve'aim

- not of the rights of parents, but

of the responsibilty of their çhil-
dren to honor them (pp. xi-xii,cf.
p. 50). Professor Blidstein opens

his book with a discussion (pp. 1-
36) of the significance of this. filial
responsibilty. In effect, this is a
discussion of ta'amei ha-mitzvah.

Examining Biblical, apocryphal,
Hellenistic, rabbinic, mediaeval, aiid
modern sources, hedistiilguishes

. four "dimensions of significance:"
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1. metaphysical at axiological:
"parental worth is derived from
their'sharing the work of creation

~ith God."
2. ethical: parents deserve grati-

tude for their bestowal of life and

sustenance.
3. social or political: respect for

parents promotes respect for tradi-
tional structures of authority.

4. humanistic: filial piety is
"part of the heritage of all man-

kind," and in fact its famous ex-

emplars in rabbinic literature are
Esau, ancestor of Rome, and Dama
ben Netinah, a Gentile.

Moving from ta'amei ha-mitzvah
to the mitzvah itself, Professor
Blidstein discusses the scope of the
responsibilty of kibbud av ve'aim

(pp. 37-59). Nimbly noting Exodus
21: 15, 17 and Deuteronomv 27: 16,
he focuses on "Honor r kabbedl
your father and mother" (Exodus

20: 12) and UYou shall each revere
r tiyra'u 1 his mother and father"
(Leviticus 19: 3). He charts histor-
ically the exposition of the seminal
baraíÌa in Kiddushin 31b, accord-

ing to which filial "reverence" (mo-
ra) means that the son "must neith-
er stand nor sit in his r father's 1
place. nor contradict his words, nor
tin the scale against him," while

filial "honor" (kibhud) means that
he "must give him food and drink,

. clothe' and cover him. and lead him
in and out," in a word - service.

He deftly. explores ,the somewhat
ambiguous halakhic and psycholog-
ical relationships between filial re-
sponsibilty (i.e., reverence and ser-
vice) and love: here the two poles

are fixed by Maimonides, who com-
pletely dissociates filial responsibil-
ity from filial love, and the Zohar.

which brackets them tightly' to-
gether. Interspe'rsed threughout

these chiefly halakhic discussions

.are keen analyses of aggadic "anec-
dotes of heroic filial concern," since
"much of the halakhah in the area
of filial piety is in fact extrapolated
by making of imitation a norm"
(p. 152).

Professor Blidstein then investi-
gates (pP. 60-74) "the single prob-
lem of filial. res'Jonsibilty that is
discussed at length in the Talmud."
Does kibbud av ve'aim entail finan-
cial support? The Babylonian Tal-
mud indicates no; the Palestinian.
yes. And the rishonim and ahara-
nim are not in accord either. The
problem reveals lIan ongoin~ halak-
hie .and ethical dialectic." On one
side, there is the tendency. "limiting
filial piety to acts of personal ser-
vice and concern and suggesting
th~t the plight of the needy parent
is similar to the plight of all so-
Ciety's needy," and to be meliorated
by communal charity, not fiial aid.
On the other side" there -is the in-
sistence that "filial responsibilty

must. . . protect the needy parent. tl
From the point of view of the

philosophy of halakhah, the most

suggestive chapter in Professor
Blidstein's book is "Responsibilty
and Conflict" (po. 75-121.. Kihbi/(l
av ve'aim. which often conflicts
with "the lepitimate fulfillment of
different goals," is in the words of
R. Simeon b. Yohai (Tanhuma,
'Ekev, 2). "the most diffcult rha-
mural of all mitzvot." Professor
Blidstein analyzes the 'conflicts be-
tween kibbitd av ve'aim and other
:mitzvot (e.g., marriage, talmud tor-
ah. aliyah to the Land of Israel).
When does krbbud av ve'aim force
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the son to defer another mitzvah?

When does another mitzvah force
him to defer kibbud av ve'aim? .

The book ends with a ~iscussion
of the role of the parent (pp. 122-

136), and comparative analysis of
the honor due. p~rents with that due
teacners (pp. i 37 -157). In a sense,
these last two themes are an integ-
ral continuation of the chapter on

. . "Respo'nsibìlity and Conflict." ,

In very broad outline the book

may be seen as divided into three
sections: .

1. ta'amei ha~mitzvah (pp. 1-

36).
2. definition of the mitzvah (pp.

37-74).
3. relation of the mitzvah to

other mitzvot (pp. 75-157).

. There ,is, regrettably, no general

conclusion to tie together the di-
verse themes of the book, or to re-
capitulate the spirit of the mitzvah.

From a conceptual point of view,
it would have been advantageous
to begin the book with the halakhic
discussion (Le., with p. 37), and to

hold the discussion of "dimensions

of significance'" (or ta' amim ) for
the conclusion. Only after it is clear
just what the mitzvah is can we
properly appreciate opinions con-

cerningits "dimensions of signifi-
cance." Moreover, a chapter on the
significance of k ibbud av ve' aim -
bringing into focus its ethical, so~
cial, and spiritual' dimensions -
would have made a splendid conclu-
sion. Why did not Professor Blid-
stein simply begin with the halakhic
discussion and conclude with the
discussion. of significance? Part of

the explanation may be that t,he
book was written over a long period
of time (a prefatory note indicates
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that Professor Blidsteio started

working on the topic between 1966-
9), presumably with many long in-
terruptions, and thus different parts
may have been cohiposed with an
eye neither to their coherence with
other parts, nor to their place in

the whole.
There is a further, more interest-

ing explanation which concerns
Professor Blidstein's theory of ha-
lakhah. According to him, the ha-

lakhah, which "proceeds through
a vigorous' dialectic combining
modes of discourse associated with
both ethics and law," is conceived

as simultaneously molding and ex-
pressing "the Jewish ethos" (p.
xiv). This view of the halakhah
as (symbiotically?) related to "the
Jewish ethos" apparently su'ggested

prefacing the halakhic discussion

with one of ethos. In fact, Professor
Blidstein explicitly advises that "ha-
lakhic discussions. . . must be seen
against the backdrop of the ethical
and personal norms by which a
society is constituted~ (p. 105).

"Ethos" is' a key word (cf. pp.
xi-xiv, 1, 4, 8, 31, 32, 39, 46, 50,
51, 56, 67, 73, 75. 76, 78, 79, 84,

87, 92, 94, 100, 106; 11 0, 118, 122,

124,130,139,151,153,157,171,
180, '192, 218, 233). It some-
times refers to particular mora)

norms or values, e.g., a SOn does

not speak in the presence òf his

father, l; disciple is dear as a son,
a S0n must rise before his father
even if he is his father's teacher.

More'often it refers tò specific be-
havioral categories, e.g., "the ethos
of filial piety," "the ethos of par-
enthood," "the ethos of gratitude."
Hut its most problematic use is in
the recurring phrase, "the Jewish
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ethos" (cf. also "the Jewish ethic").
The phrase "the Jewish ethos" is

problematic, in the first place, be-
cause - however "ethos" is de-
fined - there is no one Jewish
ethos shared by all Jewish com-

munities in every age and place.
Moreover, the phrase is so uninhib-
ited 'in its connotations that its fre-
quent, use muddles the distinction
between halakhic and non-halakhic
materials. Once this important (and
diffcult) distinction is lost, it be-
comes almost impossible to analyze
effectively the involute relationship

between halakhah and ethics. Intru-
sion of lithe Jewish ethos" and its
kindred notions thus impairs Pro.

fessor Blidstein's otherwise remark-
ably lucid and instructive discus-
sions of halakhah and ethics.

While talk of "the Jewish ethos"

obscures analysis of halakhic dy-

namics, talk about "ethos" (with.
~ut the definite. article) at times
proves heÌofuL. For example, the
behavior of Rabbi Eliezer in mour-
ning his father reveals "a different
ethos" frorrl that of his student

Rabbi Akiba in mourning his
father (p. 151). Similarly, with re-

gard to the power of the parent to
prevent a child's marriage, Seier

Hasidim (and certa.in 20th-century
authorities) taught "an ethos dif-
fererit from that of the Maharik"
(p, 92). Inquiry into the influence
of p.ersonat, communal, or con-
temporary ethos on. individual de-
cisors is potentially fruitful just be-

-cause there is no one Jewish ethos!
Any discussion concerning the

relationship between ethics and ha-
lakhah must attend to the concept
of mitzvah. Professor Blidstein
raises a basic question: "What are

the bounds of a Divine' command
- cannot virtually any human ac-,

tivity be part of. a mitzvah struc-

tureT' (p. 83). His entire book pro-
vides ample proof (if proof were

needed) that virtually ,any human
activity indeed can be part of a
mitzvah structure, and that there-
fore the only bounds of a Divine

command are other Divine com-
mands. It is this exhaustive quality
of the network of mitzvot which

makes it superfluous and conftlsing
to'speak of a conflct between mitz-

vot and values, ideas, "legitimate
goals," or ethos: mitzvot properly

conflict only with mitzvot. When
speaking about the bounds. of fllial
responsibility, Profe:ssor Blidstein ¡is

generally careful to speak about the
conflict of .one mitzvah with an-
other. Occasionally, however, re
soeaks o.fJi1lal respo~nsibility ~n con-
flict with something other thfln a
mitzvah (cf. p. 76), aÍ!4 occasional-

iX he speaks of a conflict between a
nHtzvah and filial responsibilty -

as if fihH rtrsponsibilty were itself
not a mitzvah like any other (cf.
pp.- 82-5, 144).
. But if kibbud av ve'aim is a mitzw

vah, then the son's obligation must
be directly to the Metzavveh, and

only indirectly to the parent. Muta-
tis mutandis, this holds for all mitz-
vot beyn adam le-havero. From the
point of view of ta'amei ha-mitzvot.

it is undoubtedly true that the "fun-
damental instruction" of kibbud av
ve' aim "concerns man's responsi-
bilties toward his parents, not
toward God" (p. 5), but from a
halakhic point of view that respon-:

sibility toward his parents is itself
primarily a responsibility toward

God. In this connection, Professor
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Blidstein (following Danby)' mis-

leadingly translates the, mishnaic

" mitzvot (mitzvat?J ha-av 1al ha-
hen" (Kiddushin 1 :7) as "the obli-
gations of a son toward a father"
(p. 38). Curinusly, a correct trans~

lation is given on the very same
page (!) by Professor Blidstein him-

self: "mitzvot concerning ,the par-

ent incumbent upon the son." The
mitzvot (or mitzvah) r~ferred to
in Oilr mfshnah are (is) Divine, not
parental!

The question of the relationship.
of ethics to halakhah occupied me-
diaeval Jewish philosophers. Pro-
fessor Blidstein gives fine account

of their various positions on the

moral significance of filial piety,
but leaves the impression that, by

and large, they agreed among t,hem-
selves on the relationship of ethics
to halakhah. They did not. Sa 'adi-
ah, who held a theory of rational
ethics, considered moral mitzvot

.like kihbud av ve1 aim to be "ra-
tional" (mitzvot sikhliyyot). Mai-'

monides, who did not hold a theory
of rational ethics, rejected such a
description of the mor.al mitzvot as

having resulted from "the ilne~s of
the theologians" (Shemonah Pera-
kim1 chi 6). On questions such as
the relationship of ethics to halak~

hah1 Jewish philosophers always
have held1 and - given the nature
of Judaism - always will hold
widely varying views. In modern
times, one extreme of the issue has
been argued by Leon Roth and
Emmanuel Lévinas, who see the ha-
lakhah as essentially ethical, and
the other extreme by Yeshayahu
Leibowitz, who. sees it as distinctly
non-ethicaL. Professor Blidstein's
own position has affnities with
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those of Roth and Lévinas.

One lást comment about halak-
hah and ethos. Professor Blidstein
maintains that Judaism is "quite.
nonpatriarchal" with regard to filial
piety: "if 'father' precedes 'mother'
in Exodus 20: 12, the order is re-
versed in Leviticus 19: J" (p. xi).

Nonetheless" he' admits that1 ac-
cording to the Rabbis (ct., e.g., Ke-
rftot 6: 9), "practically speaking,

the honor and reverence of the
father take precedence" because
."the wife is bidden to honor and re-
vere her husband" (p. 31). Like.-
wise (ct. Kiçldushin JOb), marriage

restricts the responsibilty of a
woman toward her parents since

. she now is. Olin the control" of ner
husband, but it does not restrict the
responsibilty of. a ~an toward his
parents (p. 98). The sources, how-

ever, are not unequivocaL. Our con-
temporary ethos being what it is,
the status of women with respect
to kibhud av ve' aim requires fur-
ther scrutiny. .

One riddle in the book does not
concern kibhud av ve'aim. Profes-
sor Blidstein mentions that R. Eli- \
jah Capsali was "the only author to '
write an entire volume on the topic
of filial responsibilty," and 'that

"the volume, Me'ah She'arim, is
stil ini manuscript" (p. 91). To the
readeris surprise, it soon becomes
apparent that Professor Blidstein
has not read it. In these days of

microfilm and xerox, what could
have's:topped him? Seeking an ex-
planation from the notes in the

back of the book, the reader is
astountled to find Professor Blid-

stein's icryptic statement: "My re-
quest to see the ms. was refused by
the Jewish' Theological Seminary."
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How did it happen that the Jewish
Theological Seminary refused to let
a well-known rabbinic scholar see
a rabbinic manuscript?

Technically, the book has little.
faults: proper names are spelled

inconsistently (e.g., Rabad, Ra'a-
bad; Rama, Ramah f!J; perlow,
Perlov; Yoreh De'ah, Yore. De'ah),

and so are key terms (e.g., Halak-
hah, Halakha; gemilut hesed, ge-
milut (!J hesed); mora is spelled
morah, shelom bayit is spelled sha-
lom bayyit; Palestinian Talmud is
sometimes. "TP" and sometimes
"PT," sometimes "P" and some-
times "p"; mishpat is hyphenated

mis-hpat; and so on.

In all, however, Honor Thy
Father~nd Mother ma.~s an ex-
tremely good introduction to the
workings of law and/ethics in the
Jewish tradition. It. also can be a
trenchant guide for rabbiñIc schol-

arsin their study of texts relating

to kibbud av ve' aim. The book
(especially if published in inexpen-
sive paperback: the .present hard-
cover edition is priced at $15.00!)
wil thus be 'excellent for many dif-
ferent kinds of university courses,

adult education classes; and study
seminars - and a boon to any
reader interest.ed in Jewish thought.

Yesodei S'mochos, by AARON FELDER (Revised edition, private
printing, New York: 1976).

Reviewed by Victor Solomon

The past decade has witnessed

a prodigious proliferation of thana-
tological literature. It is particularly
noteworthy that death and grief,
long stigmatized by our culture as
vulgar, and consigned by sensitive
folk to the limbo of taboo. and
teratical denial, has emerged, re-
habiltated, as a fashionable subject

fit for popular courses, public dis-

courses and prestigious professional
conferences. This denouement may
be due, in part. to a growing aware-
ness .among thinking people, that
man, despite impressive strides in
the physical sciences and technolo-

gies, stumbles on, spiritually impov-
erished, toward the final toll on the
road of life, while the survivors

await the inevitable mourning holo-

phrasm, pitifully unprepared.
"Helping professionals" marvel

at this "new" turgescent field;. Rab-
bi Felder presents a useful guide-

book on an aspect of life which
traditional Judaism never aban-
doned. Yesodei S'mQchos is a. sensi-
tive tapestry of mourning laws and
customs couched in an erudite. yèt
reådable idiom, appealing to' both
scholars and laymen. Following in
the footsteps of his learned father,
the author documents the text with
copious notes, obviously intended

to stimulate the reader to research

the sources.

Rabbi Felder postulates at the
outset that the laws of mourning

and purification were meant to help
pèople in confrontation. with the
Ultimate Encöunter. The Torah' ac-
cepts the emotional reaction to
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death as natural, providing strate.
gies for dealing with bereavement.

The laws of aveilut can harness and
canalize the healthy expression of

grief. "the aim," as Rabbi Felder
perceives it, "is t~at man not only
carry out the necessary precepts as

prescribed by the Torah, but to

emerge from the crisis greatly
strengthened in his Torah convic-

tions.."
The . author opts for quality,

pressing between the covers of a de-
ceptively modest volume, .a concise
compendium which includes an in-
formative text, notes conveniently

located after each chapter, a table

of abbreviations, a comprehensive

bibliography and an index. These

features commend the book, espe.
Cially, to busy pulpit rabbis who
may need a convenient reference
for frequent inquiries on hi/khot

avei/ut, with helpful references for
supplementary study in depth. The
sources encompass the traditional
ha/akhic literature, as well as ,con-

temporary Responsa concerned with

current practical problems.

Yesodei S'mochos reflects a keen
mind, a compassionate heart and an
eloquent pen, which wil, hopefully,

continue to be productive.

Shechita, Edited by MICHAEL L. and ELI MUNK and I. M. LEV-
INGER (Jerusalem, New York: Feldheim Distributors, 1976).

Reviewed by

Samson Rafael WeIss

This is a monumental book. It
covers over eight decades of inspir-
ing Jewish persistency and adher-

ence to the Torah in the defense of
shechita. It is the record of self-
sacrificing, heroic Jewish spokes-
manship . in the face of enmity and

naked hatred. It recalls continued
belief in Halakhah even under the
threats of concentration camp and
deportation. It is the indestructible

evidence of the truly awe-inspiring

sense of responsibilty and historic
wisdom of the Halakhic authorities,
the Gedolei Yisrael, who, in render-
ing the final decision whether to re-
ject or modify the rite of ,shechita,
resisted tremendous pressures ex-
erted by Jewish sources and from
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governments.
The book contains few descrip-

tive or evaluative portions, aside

from brief introductory notes of
the editors (pages 15-28) dealing

with the anti-shechita campaigns,

the initiation of scientific studies,

the solictation of 'expert testimon-

ies, and the legislative develop-

ments in Germany culminating with
the Nazi's prohibition of shechita.

(This prohibition was one of Hit-
ler's first legislative orders!) This
introduction depicts German Jew-
ry's coping with this situation and
describes briefly the history pf the

"Reichszentrale" the Central Com-
mittee for Shechita Affairs estab-

lished and led by Rabbi Ezriel (Ez-
ra) Munk, the famed Rav of the
Berlin Adass ¡isroel Synagogue and
Community. The major part of the
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book deals with historic documents,
public statements, records of cor-

respondence and decisions rendered
in matters of shechita and pre-
shechita handling of the animal.

, It is precisely this detached, dry

objectivity of presentation which

produces 'the deep cumulative im-
pact of this book. The reader must
use his imagination and understand:
ing to reconstruct the agonizing

situations behind these documents,
The book evokes, the ever-growing
respeèt for the man who led the
world-wide fight' in the defense of
shechita for almost 40 years, Rabbi
Ezriel M unk. A towering personal-
ity of Biblical dedication to God's

Torah and God's people, Rav
Munk was held in great awe by
German, indeed all Eùropean Jew-
ry.

The editors, Rabbi Michael L.
Munk of Brooklyn, N. Y. and Rab-
bi Eli Munk of London - Jerusalem
were both actively engaged in the
conduct of the "Reichzsentrale,"

assisting their father. Dr. Michael
L. M unk occupied for many years
the post of Executive Director of

this vital organization.

The scientific portion of the
book, entitled "The Physiological

and General Medical Aspects of
Shechita" is authored by Dr. r. M.
Levinger of Bar Uan University.
This study embodies the latest sci-
entific findings on shechita and on
the various methods of pre-shechita
casting, including some very signi-
ficant and heretofore unpublished

results of research experiments con-
ducted by Professors Dukes and
Nangeroni of Cornell University.
Even the non-scientist reader wil
be impressed by the wide spectrum

of Ithe research projects undertake'n
to establish whether shechita is

"humane" and by the objectivity of
Dr. Levinger's approach. The study
is well indexed, and provides 'an

up~to-date listing of all research

studies published on this matter.
The volume contains also a num-

b~r of valuable appendices. One of
them lists all legislative acts, any-
where in the world protecting she-
chita. A Bibliography of works in
various European languages goes
back. to 1876, listing Friedman's

"Tam Tab" and followed by Ra-
binowicz' "Principes Talmudiques

de Shechita et de Trepha, au Point
de Vue Médical" published in Paris
in 1877. The Hebrew Bibliography.
of course, goes back much further.
Here, one could have wished for
a more detailed indication of re-
s'Jonsa or other Halakhic sources.

To quote the "Yavin Sh'muah" of

Rabbi Shimon ben Zemach Duran,
the "Rashbatz" for instance, or the
"Bigdei S'rad" of Rabbi David Sol-
omon Eybeschuetz without quoting
at least the chapter within the sec-
tion of relevance to this issue is
of little use. All rabbinic authorities
whose statements appear in the first
volume, Eduth Ne'emanah, are also
listed in the Appendix.

The book's scientific portion is
dedicated to the late Dr. Salomon
Lieben, a physician in Prague. Dr.
Lieben had been deeply occupied
with physiological studies of the
animal, its blood pressure and brain
activities during and after shechita,
and published a whole series of ex-
cellent studies in this field. There~

fore, Rabbi Ezriel Munk entrusted
to Dr. Lieben the investigation of
electronarcosis. and chemical meth-
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ods of stunning the animal before

shechita. This issue agitated the

Jewish communities throughout
Europe as early as the 20's. Stun-
ning was ultimately required by the
Nazi' Government and soon after-
ward in all countries controlled by
the Nazis. The definitive scientific
study. on the effects of such stun~

ning was made by Dr. Lieben who
conducted his research at the Vet-
erinary Institute of the Prague Ger-
man University. An extraordinarily
gifted and thorough scientist and
a fully committed Orthodox Jew,
Dr. Lieben submitted the results of

his research on electronarcosis per-
sonally to Rabbi Chaim Ozer Grod-
ziensky whom he visited in Poland.
A confidential meeting of a small
group of outstanding Halakhists
was co.nvened to hear Dr. Lieben's

report.
The editors have' done a great

service to the Jewish con-munity as
well as to history and science by

tliis publicatIon. No serious discus-
sion of shec.hita, in all its aspects,

aodof the struggle in its defense,
. wil henceforth be possible without
reference to this book and the sour-
ces recorded therein.
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